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Survey Design

Rationale

By surveying psychological safety, you’re doing four powerful things –

1. Surfacing any issues that are impacting psychological safety,
2. Educating people about what psychological safety is,
3. Making psychological safety safe to talk about, and
4. Most importantly of all, making explicit and encouraging the very behaviours that increase

psychological safety!

Measuring psychological safety forms part of an iterative process to enhance and improve team
performance. It is crucial that the survey is not seen as an end in itself, and that it is used to inform
changes to practice moving forwards.The diagram below shows how measurement fits into a
continual improvement cycle which also includes opportunities to act and reflect on practices.
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Survey tool

It is key that the language and terminology we use in the survey tool makes sense in your context.
This way we can gain the best understanding of team cultures and practices which are impacting
psychological safety and make the most relevant recommendations.

We suggest selecting around 7 of the statements below which are particularly relevant to your
workplace and teams. There may be other specific questions that you wish to include. The key
point is to ensure that you choose the language, statements, and practices that have the most
meaning for your teams and context.

Once chosen, we will invite individuals to score agreement with the statements using a 5 point
Likert scale 1 from ‘Strongly disagree’ to ‘Strongly agree’.

Expectations
1. On this team, I understand what is expected of me.
2. On this team, I have a good understanding of whether I am meeting expectations.

Authenticity and feeling valued
3. I feel able to be myself at work.
4. I feel my ideas are valued, and I feel safe in suggesting them.
5. My team members welcome my ideas and give them time and attention.
6. Working with members of this team, my unique skills and talents are valued and utilised.

Support
7. It is easy for me to ask other members of this team for help.
8. It is easy for me to ask questions when I don’t understand something.
9. I feel able to bring up problems and concerns.
10. I feel safe to respectfully disagree with colleagues.

Inclusion
11. Members of this team never reject others for being different and nobody is left out.
12. Nobody on this team would deliberately act in a way that undermines my efforts.

Learning from failure
13. If I make a mistake on this team, it is never held against me.
14. I feel able to admit mistakes and share learning from them with colleagues.
15. In this team, people discuss their mistakes and share learning from them.
16.When something goes wrong, we work together to find the systemic causes.
17. We take time to find new ways to improve our team’s processes.

Taking risks
18. It is safe for me to take an intelligent risk on this team.
19. I feel able to discuss taking intelligent risks with my colleagues.
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Analysis
We will survey anonymously – if individuals are feeling psychologically unsafe, they will be more likely
to be honest if the survey is anonymous. If they feel psychologically safe, then it won’t matter if the
survey is anonymous or not. Given the scale of the survey at CLIENT (n=X), we do/not recommend
asking for departmental information as this could compromise the anonymity of the survey.

Next Steps
1. Read and consider the above statements and get back to us with any questions you may have.
2. Confirm the ~7 statements to be included in the survey and their wording.

Once we have this information from you, we will create your bespoke survey using Typeform, a
user-friendly and accessible survey tool which will help maximise response rate.

Contact us at tom@psychsafety.com and jade@psychsafety.com
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